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Introduction

On March 26, 2019, UODO (Polish abbreviation for Personal
Data Protection Office) issued a news article on their website,
announcing the first GDPR fine imposed to a private company
for their failure to fulfill the information obligation and violation of article 14. The amount of fine is 943,000 PLN, which
is roughly 220,000 EUR. [2].

information" (Article 14 5a)? Is high cost alone provides sufficient evidence for “the provision of such information proves
impossible" (Article 14 5b)? GDPR does not provide clear
answers to these questions. Therefore, a set of clear guidelines on effective notification methods and the boundary for
disproportionate effort (when it counts as "impossible) could
have prevented the controversy, and might have prevented
Bisnode from processing data in the first place.
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2.3

2.1

GDPR violation

One interesting thing to note is that in the government’s press
release, the name of the company and any other details that
would expose the identity of the company are not mentioned.
Furthermore, both in the press release [2] and the decision [1],
Bisnode was only referred to as either “the company" or “the
controller". A spokesperson for the UODO claimed that the
name of the company was not the focus of the case, since its
president considered “information about the administrative
fine and its justification is sufficient" [7].
Compared to most other governments calling out the names
of the company [6], UODO’s choice to hide the company’s
identity seems odd, and doesn’t line up with people’s expectation of transparency when it comes to GDPR. Also, the
hiding wasn’t effective anyway. As Olejnik described in his
blog [9], reversing the pseudonymization took very little time
and required no particular background knowledge.

What happened?

Bisnode is a Sweden-headquartered European digital marketing company that specializes in data analytics and business
intelligence. Their branch in Poland had collected data from
public registers and databases pertaining to 6 million business owners, in order to provide creditworthiness scores to
banks [5]. The data collected include names, national ID numbers, and any legal events related to their business [7]. While
gathered data for over 6 million people, Bisnode only sent
email notification to 90,000 people, out of which 12,000 objected [2]. Bisnode also presented information clause on its
website, as another means of notification [2].

2.2

Who exactly is responsible?

What could have prevented this?

According to UODO, Bisnode as the data controller was aware
of its obligation of providing information, but didn’t properly
fulfill the obligation mentioned in Article 14 (1) to (3) of the
GDPR [2]. Bisnode disputed UODO’s decision by claiming
that high cost from notifying via phone or postal mail would
count disproportionate effort (estimation of 9 million EUR
[7]), which corresponds to Article 14 (5) that makes (1) to (3)
no longer apply.
The main controversy here lies in the way of interpreting
disproportionate effort. Does publishing a notification on the
company’s website count as “the data subject already has the
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3.1

Discussion
What’s not talked about?

There are several limitations of this report due to lack of
information. Since most press releases and articles on this
case focused on it being the first ever GDPR fine imposed in
Poland, they omitted the details of the beginning and the end
of the event. It was challenging to find out who caused the
action to be taken – whether a customer complained or UODO
1

from the beginning to contact people via phone or postal mail,
they simply chose to not to go through due to the cost. In
terms of providing more ways to protect customers’ rights to
data, people who didn’t get the email notification would have
no way of knowing that their data was being used.
However, if Bisnode had gotten a warning from UODO
before they started processing the data about the possible violation of GDPR, maybe the warning would have prevented
Bisnode from carrying out data processing. Therefore, I think
that an automatic checking system will be very useful. For any
company that wishes to check whether they are GDPR compliant before they start collecting or processing data, they can
submit a plan that specifies the ways that data was obtained,
the types of data collected, the outcomes of data processing,
and the ways of notification. The automatic checking system would then check the plan against the articles in GDPR
(this could work similarly as formal verification), determine
whether a warning is necessary, and calculate an estimated
fine. Making an automatic system might be overly ambitious,
but I think it’s worthwhile to consider setting up a protocol
where companies can check on their possible GDPR violation
before they do anything with the data.

Figure 1: A summary of selected GDPR fines (source: [4])
found out themselves. It was also challenging to find any followup – when and how much Bisnode paid, whether Bisnode
notified all the remaining millions of people or deleted all its
data. On Bisnode’s website [3], no news article mentioned
the fine; a search for GDPR returned lots of web pages on
the company’s dedication to comply with it, but still zero
mentions this particular case.

3.2

Was the fine imposed appropriate?

As mentioned in section 2.2, there has been controversy on
whether a fine should been imposed in the first place. Although Article 14 described the content needs to be included
in the notification, it didn’t specify the medium of notification,
in particular, what counts as timely and active notification.
Therefore Bisnode argued that they did notify people by posting on their website [2] and this should count as fulfilling
information obligation. Instead of giving Bisnode consent
to process their data, people need to explicitly object (either
by replying to email or drafting an email after seeing the
announcement on Bisnode’s website). Not getting an objection shouldn’t count as getting consent. Thus, I believe a fine
should be imposed.
To put the amount of fine into perspective, we can compare
it against Bisnode’s annual revenue in figure 1. The fine is
0.06% of Bisnode’s annual revenue. Compared to other companies in this table, Bisnode’s amount is on the lower-end.
Note that the penalty not only include the fine, but also the
requirement to notify all impacted individuals [1]. According to Bisnode’s estimation, this would cost around 8 million
EUR [7], and therefore Bisnode said that it would delete the
records instead [8]. Since I couldn’t find any followup information 3.1, it is hard to judge what price Bisnode actually
paid.
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